Shape the green spaces your community deserves.
Maintaining sports fields for the weekly influx of practices and league play can be a tall order for any park system, let alone the weekend pressure of tournaments and special events. Toro’s wide range of sports field and multi-purpose equipment minimizes the worry of how to maintain the fields, allowing more park, and more rec.

**Mowing**

**Walk-Behind Reel Mowers**

**Greensmaster® 1000 Series**
For superior striping and a consistent, pristine cut.

**Lightweight Reel Mowers**

**Reelmaster® 3555-D / 3575-D**
Compact, lightweight, maneuverable and an outstanding quality of cut.

**Walk-Behind Rotary Mower**

**ProStripe® 560**
Provides both quality of cut, collection, and a clean striped finish in one efficient step.

**Multi-Deck Rotary Consistency**

**Groundsmaster® 3500-D**
Ease of a rotary, aesthetically sharp striping of a reel mower.
Compaction Relief for Safer Fields

Solutions Designed for Sports Fields

**Cultivation**

ProCore® 864/1298
Incredibly consistent coring for healthy, sustainable fields.

**Irrigation**

Solutions Designed for Sports Fields

TS120 & TS170 Series Rotors
With the capability of achieving long-range throws, these rotors are the right choice for sports field irrigation.

**Infield Grooming**

Efficient game-ready ball diamonds

**Topdressing**

Consistent Spread Patterns

**Application**

Precise Spray Control

Multi Pro® 1750
Purpose-built to spray turf with optional GPS precision.

**Infield Grooming**

Sand Pro® 5040
Pro-style groomer efficiently transforms any infield condition to game-ready.

**Topdressing**

ProPass™ 200
A broadcast-style topdresser with a capacity of 21 cubic feet.

**Application**

Multi Pro® 1750
Purpose-built to spray turf with optional GPS precision.
From wide open spaces to family picnic areas to flower gardens to playgrounds, maintaining the sheer variety of public spaces requires equipment that can adapt to the required workload. Toro offers mowing and maintenance solutions that efficiently flex to the need.
Mobility in Maintenance
Vehicles that get the work done

Workman® HD Series
For the toughest jobs. Up to 3,300 pound capacity.

Workman® MDX Series
An all-purpose work vehicle with a wide go-over-the-curb stance.

Workman® GTX Series
Fits on narrow paths, endlessly adaptable to the day’s jobs.

Clean Up
A force to be reckoned with

Pro Force®
Easily clear out parking lots, trails, forest edges and more.

The Workman GTX offers 2, 4 or 6 seat options and EFI gasoline, 48-volt AC, or lithium-ion power.
GENERAL MAINTENANCE

Get more work done around the park with a single machine. The Outcross® simplifies tasks with preset controls and easy vehicle-type operation, and yet can perform the tough functions of a tractor and a utility vehicle combined without tearing the turf. Power through that long job list, day after day.

Get More Done with the Toro® Outcross® 9060

- Aerate
- Lift
- Haul
- Load
- Topdress
- Mow

Industry Partnerships

Toro’s history with providing innovative and robust solutions for parks professionals goes back almost a century. We are proud supporters of the following industry partners:

- NRPA National Recreation and Park Association
- City Parks Alliance
- PGMS Professional Grounds Management Society
- SportsTurf Managers Association
- NIAAA
SEASONAL MAINTENANCE

When seasons change, so do the maintenance needs of a park system. Whether its fall debris clean up, winter snow removal, or ensuring the early spring melt is going to plan, Toro has equipment that adapts to the season.

Winter has met its match
Keep your machines busy all year long.

Groundsmaster® 7210 PolarTrac®
Convert the Groundsmaster 7210 Z-Mower into a snow removal beast in just 4-hours.

Groundsmaster® 360
The Groundsmaster 360 Quad-Steer™ system ensures stable maneuverability on turf or snow.

Groundsmaster® 5910
The power of a Groundsmaster 5910 allows it to muscle out what winter brings in.

Workman® HDX
4-wheel drive matched to 900cc’s of snow blasting power.